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Abstract
The Leptoquark model has been instrumental in explaining the observed lepton flavour universality violat-
ing charged (b→ c) and neutral (b→ s) current anomalies that have recently been the cause for substantial

excitement in particle physics. In this article we have studied the role of one (designated as V
4
3

2 ) of the com-
ponents of V2 Vector Leptoquark doublet with electromagnetic charge 4

3 in explaining the neutral current
(b→ s) anomalies RK(∗) and Bs → µ+µ−. Moreover, we have performed a thorough collider search for this

V
4
3

2 Leptoquark using bb̄`+`− (` ≡ e, µ) final state at the Large Hadron Collider. From our collider analysis

we maximally exclude the mass of the V
4
3

2 Leptoquark up to 2340 GeV at 95% confidence level for the 13
TeV Large Hadron Collider for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. Furthermore, a significant portion of
the allowed parameter space that is consistent with the neutral current (b→ s) observables is excluded by
collider analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 by the CMS [1]
and ATLAS [2] collaborations is definitely one of the great-
est achievements of Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Unfortu-
nately, it has not been able to detect signatures correspond-
ing to any new physics (NP) particles till now. On the other
hand, experimental measurements of observables related to
B physics have exhibited deviations of a few σ from their
Standard Model (SM) expectations hinting towards the exis-
tence1 of beyond SM (BSM) physics. B-physics experiments
at LHCb, Belle and Babar have pointed at intriguing lep-
ton flavour universality violating (LFUV) effects. To that end,
flavour changing neutral current2 (FCNC) processes such as
b → sµ+µ− have drawn much attention due to anomalies
that have been observed recently at the LHCb and Belle ex-
periments. A deviation of 2.6σ has been observed in RK =
BR(B+ → K+µ+µ−)/BR(B+ → K+e+e−) with a value of
0.745+0.090

−0.074 ± 0.036 [5] from the corresponding SM prediction
(RK ≈ 1 [6, 7]) for the integrated di-lepton invariant mass
squared range 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2. LHCb has reported a devi-
ation in RK∗ = BR(B0 → K∗0µ+µ−)/BR(B0 → K∗0e+e−) at the
level of 2.1− 2.3σ and 2.4− 2.5σ for the two q2 ranges [0.045-
1.1] (called low-bin) and [1.1-6.0] GeV2 (called central-bin) with
values 0.660+0.110

−0.070± 0.024 [8] and 0.685+0.113
−0.069± 0.047 [8] respec-

tively. The corresponding SM predictions are 0.92± 0.02 [9] and
1.00± 0.01 [6, 7] respectively.

In order to explain the above mentioned anomalies, we
have selected a particular extension of the SM consisting of sev-

1Apart from such deviations, non-zero neutrino mass, signatures for the exis-
tence of dark matter, observed baryon asymmetry etc. also concur to the fact that
BSM physics is indeed a reality of nature.

2Experimental signatures are also present for LFUV via charge current
semileptonic b → c`ν transition processes. For example the ratios R

D(∗) [3] and
RJ/ψ [4] show significant deviations from their corresponding SM predictions.

eral hypothetical particles that mediate interactions between
quarks and leptons at tree-level. Therefore, these particles are
known as Leptoquarks (LQs). Such particles can appear nat-
urally in several extensions of the SM (e.g., composite mod-
els [10], Grand Unified Theories [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]
and superstring-inspired E6 models [19, 20, 21, 22] etc). Con-
siderable amount of work regarding LQs has been done both
from the point of view of their diverse phenomenological as-
pects [23, 24, 25], and specific properties [26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. Furthermore, several articles
[57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 49, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]
that explain the different flavour anomalies with different ver-
sions of LQ models exist in the literature.

In connection to the above, we consider one of the com-

ponents of the V2 vector leptoquark (VLQ) doublet (the V
4
3

2 )
that is capable of mediating the b→ s observables at tree level,
due to its electromagnetic charge Q = 4

3 . We provide bounds

on the parameter space for the V
4
3

2 VLQ subject to constraints
due to the observables RK(∗) . Furthermore, we have used the
latest experimental value 2.8+0.7

−0.6 × 10−9 [75] of the branch-
ing fraction for the decay Bs → µ+µ− as another constraint
in our analysis while the SM prediction for the same decay
is 3.66± 0.23× 10−9 [76]. Out of the eight Wilson coefficients
(given in eq. 3.9 of sec. 3) that contribute to the above b→ s ob-

servables mediated by the V
4
3

2 VLQ, only four are independent.
This allows us to numerically solve for these coefficients and in
turn provide constraints on the real and imaginary parts for the
allowed values of the coupling products (gL,R)b`(gL,R)s` with

respect to the mass of the V
4
3

2 VLQ up to 1σ (corresponding to
the 1σ experimental errors for these observables).

The LQs being potential candidates in explaining the
flavour anomalies, it is only relevant that one investigates the
production and decay signatures of these LQs at colliders.
There are several articles that exist [34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 47, 77, 78]
in the literature that have been dedicated to collider studies of
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LQs, but in most cases these studies have been performed on
scalar LQs. The collider studies for vector LQs are limited in

number [33, 38, 55, 79, 80]. The V
4
3

2 VLQ being a potential candi-
date for satisfying the experimental data subject to the “clean”
b → s`` observables, a dedicated collider study for the same is
well motivated. To the best of our knowledge, the present arti-

cle is the first to deal with the collider prospects of the V
4
3

2 VLQ3

at the LHC. We study signatures corresponding to this VLQ for
bb̄`+`− final states at the LHC with the centre of momentum
(CM) energy

√
s = 13 TeV. Although the ATLAS collabora-

tion has also looked at the same final state [82], but they have
searched for the R-parity violating scalar top partners at the
13 TeV LHC. Their exclusion limit, depending on the branch-
ing fractions of the scalar top to bottom and electron/muon, is
set from 600 GeV to 1500 GeV. Using several interesting kine-
matic variables, we maximize the signal event with respect to
relevant SM backgrounds. From our collider analysis and de-

pending on the SM bilinear couplings with V
4
3

2 VLQ we ex-
clude the mass of this VLQ up to 2140 GeV and 2340 GeV for
the two bench mark values of integrated luminosities 300 fb−1

and 3000 fb−1 respectively at the 95% confidence level (C.L.).
At this point, we would like to mention that the other compo-

nent (V
1
3

2 ) of the V2 VLQ with electromagnetic charge Q = 1
3

has not been considered in this analysis, primarily because it is
unable to mediate the b → s`+`− interactions. In addition, the
parameter values taken in this analysis result in a small value of

the branching ratio of V
1
3

2 VLQ to up type quarks and charged
leptons or any final state. Hence, the collider reach would be
weak compared to the signal we have considered.

The paper is organised as follows: We briefly discuss the
Lagrangian for the V2 VLQ and set the notations in section 2.
In section 3, we show the flavour analysis of b → s transition

observables mediated by the V
4
3

2 VLQ. Section 4 is dedicated to

the collider analysis for V
4
3

2 with bb̄`+`− final states. Finally, we
discuss our results and conclude in section 5.

2. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN OF V2 VEC-
TOR LEPTOQUARK

LQs are special kinds of hypothetical particles that carry both
lepton (L) and baryon (B) number. Consequently, they couple
to both leptons and quarks simultaneously. Furthermore, they
possess colour charge and fractional electromagnetic charges.
However, unlike the quarks they are either scalars or vec-
tors bosons. For further discussions regarding all LQ scenar-
ios, one can look into the review [83]. Due to the above dis-
tinguishable properties, these LQs have several phenomeno-
logical implications with respect to the other BSM particles.
In general, there are twelve LQs, among them six are scalars
(S3, R2, R̃2, S̃1, S1, S̄1) and the rest (U3, V2, Ṽ2, Ũ1, U1, Ū1) trans-
form vectorially under Lorentz transformations. In the current
article, we are particularly interested on V2 VLQ in order to
explain the b → s anomalies. Under the SM gauge group

3The V2 VLQ belongs to the anti-fundamental representation of the SU(3)C

part of the SM gauge group [79]. Hence, there is no available model file for this
VLQ. Therefore, we believe this to be the first article which deals with collider
prospects of V2 VLQ after proper implementation of the model in FeynRules [81].

SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y the V2 VLQ transforms as (3̄, 2, 5
6 ).

The Lagrangian which describes the interaction for the V2 VLQ
with the SM fermion bilinear is given as [83]

LLQ
V2

= (gL)ij d̄C
iRγµV2

a
,µεabLb

jL + (gR)ijQ̄
C,a
iL γµεabV2

b
,µ`jR + h.c.,

(2.1)

with a, b ≡ 1, 2. Here, QT
L ≡ (u d) represents the left handed

quark doublet, LT
L ≡ (ν` `) denotes for the left handed lep-

ton doublet, dR stands for the right handed down type quark
singlet and `R is the right handed charged lepton singlet. Left
(right) handed gauge coupling constants are represented by
(gL(R))ij with the fermion generation indices i, j ≡ 1, 2, 3. To
avoid the constraint due to the proton decay from V2 VLQ, we
set the corresponding V2 couplings for di-quark interactions to
zero4. As the V2 VLQ is transformed as doublet under SU(2)L
gauge group, hence, this V2 VLQ multiplet contains two com-

ponents V
4
3

2 and V
1
3

2 having electromagnetic charges 4
3 and 1

3 re-
spectively. In the following, we will focus only on the one com-

ponent V
4
3

2 carrying electromagnetic charge 4
3 . From hereon, we

will refer to the V
4
3

2 VLQ simply as V2.

3. FLAVOUR SIGNATURES
We closely follow reference. [84] in the following discussion
about the operator basis relevant to b → s`+`− decays and
the expressions for the observables. The effective dimension
six Hamiltonian at the mass scale of the b quark is written
as [84, 85]

He f f = −4GF√
2

λt

[ 6

∑
i=1

CiOi + ∑
i=7,8,9,10,P,S

(CiOi + C′i (µ)O
′
i(µ))

+CTOT + CT5OT5

]
, (3.1)

where λt = VtbV∗ts. The V2 VLQ contributes to the following
two-quark, two-lepton operators:

O9 =
e2

g2 (s̄γµPLb)( ¯̀γµ`) , O10 =
e2

g2 (s̄γµPLb)( ¯̀γµγ5`) ,

OS =
e2

16π2 (s̄PRb)( ¯̀`) , OP =
e2

16π2 (s̄PRb)( ¯̀γ5`) , (3.2)

and their corresponding “primed” counterparts. The chiraly
flipped “primed” operators are obtained by an L ↔ R ex-
change in the above operators. Here e =

√
4πα represents the

unit for electromagnetic charge, g is the strong coupling con-
stant and PR,L = (1 ± γ5)/2. The four-quark operators O1−6
and the radiative penguin operators O7,8 are provided in refer-
ence. [86]. The decay amplitudes for the B→ K∗`+`− transition
in terms of the effective Wilson coefficients (WCs) evaluated at
the scale µ = mb are provided in [87].

4Since we work in an effective framework and not an ultraviolet (UV) com-
plete model in the current article, we can then treat the couplings as free param-
eters.
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The theoretical expression for the branching fraction corre-
sponding to the Bs → `+`− decay reads [84]

BR(Bs → `+`−) = τBs f 2
Bs

m3
Bs

G2
F|λt|2α2

(4π)3 β`(m
2
Bs
)[m2

Bs

m2
b
|CS − CS′ |2(1−

4m2
`

m2
Bs

) + |mBs

mb

(CP − CP′ ) + 2
m`

mBs

(C10 − C′10)|2
]

. (3.3)

In the above β` =
√

1− 4m2
`/q2, mBs , mb and m` are denoted as

the masses of Bs meson, bottom quark (b) and charged lepton
(`) respectively. GF is the Fermi constant, τBs represents the life
time while fBs stands for the decay constant of Bs meson. It is
evident from eq. 3.3, that the BR(Bs → µ+µ−) (considering ` ≡
µ) is only sensitive to the contributions due to the differences
between operators with left and right-handed quark currents,
C10 − C′10, CS − C′S and CP − C′P.

In contrast to the case for Bs → µ+µ−, the decay width
for B → K`+`− receives contributions from C7 + C′7, C9 + C′9,
C10 + C′10, CS + C′S and CP + C′P. The tensor operators have
small contributions in LQ models [84]. The corresponding de-
cay width reads [88]

Γ(B→ K`+`−) = 2(A` +
1
3

C`), (3.4)

where

A` =
∫ (mB−mK)2

4m2
`

a`(q
2)dq2, C` =

∫ (mB−mK)2

4m2
l

c`(q
2)dq2. (3.5)

a` and c` are defined as:

a`(q
2) = C(q2)

[
q2
(

β2
`(q

2)|FS(q2)|2 + |FP(q2)|2
)
+

λ(q2)

4(
|FA(q2)|2 + |FV(q2)|2

)
+ 4m2

`m2
B|FA(q2)|2

+2m`

(
m2

B −m2
K + q2

)
Re
(

FP(q2)F∗A(q
2)
) ]

,

c`(q
2) = C(q2)

[
− λ(q2)

4
β2
`(q

2)
(
|FA(q2)|2 + |FV(q2)|2

) ]
,

where

FV(q2) =
(
C9 + C′9

)
f+(q2) +

2mb
mB + mK

(
C7 + C′7

)
fT(q2) ,

FA(q2) =
(
C10 + C′10

)
f+(q2) ,

FS(q2) =
m2

B −m2
K

2mb

(
CS + C′S

)
f0(q2) ,

FP(q2) =
m2

B −m2
K

2mb

(
CP + C′P

)
f0(q2)−m`

(
C10 + C′10

)
[

f+(q2)−
m2

B −m2
K

q2

(
f0(q2)− f+(q2)

)]
.

Here

C(q2) =
G2

Fα2|λt|2

512π5m3
B

β`(q
2)
√

λ(q2) , (3.6)

λ(q2) = q4 + m4
B + m4

K − 2
(

m2
Bm2

K + m2
Bq2 + m2

Kq2
)

.

The functions Fi, for i = V, A, S, P are defined as:

〈K(k)|s̄γµb|B(p)〉 =

[
(p + k)µ −

m2
B −m2

K
q2 qµ

]
f+(q2) ,

+
m2

B −m2
K

q2 qµ f0(q2) , (3.7)

〈K(k)|s̄σµνb|B(p)〉 = i
(

pµkν − pνkµ
) 2 fT(q2)

mB + mK
. (3.8)

The form factors f+, f0 and fT have been obtained from ref-
erence. [89] where the authors perform a combined fit to the
lattice computation [90] and light cone sum rules (LCSR) pre-
dictions at q2 = 0 [91, 92], using the parametrization and con-
ventions of [90].

WCs corresponding to the operators related to the V2 VLQ
(eq. 3.2) that contribute to a b→ s`+`− transition are [84]:

C9 = C10 =
−π√

2GFλtα

(gR)b`(gR)
∗
s`

M2
V2

,

−C′9 = C′10 =
π√

2GFλtα

(gL)b`(gL)
∗
s`

M2
V2

,

CP = CS =

√
2π

GFλtα

(gR)b`(gL)
∗
s`

M2
V2

,

−C′P = C′S =

√
2π

GFλtα

(gL)b`(gR)
∗
s`

M2
V2

. (3.9)

It is evident that of the eight relevant WCs, only four are
independent, which we take to be C9, C′10, CP and C′S. Al-
though there is a large number of binned data for numerous
other observables in the b → s sector due to LHCb, the four
observables that we work with (RK , Rlow−bin

K∗ , Rcentral−bin
K∗ and

BR(Bs → µ+µ−)) are known as the “clean observables”, i.e.
they are precisely measured and suffer from less theoretical un-
certainties in comparison to other observables. Since we have
four such observables and four independent WCs, a “fit” be-
comes meaningless and we “solve” for these coefficients. So,
these WCs correspond to the values of the observables within
their experimental (1σ) errors exact. These solutions translate to
constraints on the model parameters for the V2 VLQ scenario.
These constraints are displayed in fig. 1 for the real and imag-
inary parts of the coupling product. In general, constraints on
individual couplings cannot be derived from flavour physics
alone, since it is the product of the couplings that enter the in-
dividual WCs (viz. eq. 3.9). The bands correspond to the 1σ ex-
perimental errors for the measured observables.

Fig. 1(a) displays the variation of the real and imaginary
parts of the coupling product (gR)b`(gR)

∗
s` with respect to the

mass of the V2 LQ MV2 . The variation for the real (imaginary)
part is due to the real (imaginary) part of the solution for the
WC C9 with respect to the experimental observables given in
introduction. The real part of C9 has a unique solution, result-
ing in the single brown band close to the horizontal axis in
fig. 1(a). However, the imaginary part of C9 has two sets of so-
lutions which are symmetric with respect to 0, and hence trans-
late into the blue bands symmetric with respect to to the hori-
zontal axis. Similarly, the real and imaginary parts for the C′10
WC translate into fig. 1(b). The unique negative solution for the
real part translates into the wide brown band and the solutions
for the imaginary part give rise to the blue bands symmetric to

3
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FIGURE 1: The constraints on the parameter spaces of the
V2 VLQ model due to the experimental values provided
in introduction. The vertical axes for the plots are prod-
ucts of the model-couplings. In a clockwise fashion, they
are: (a)(gR)b`(gR)

∗
s` , (b)(gL)b`(gL)

∗
s` , (c)(gR)b`(gL)

∗
s` and

(d)(gL)b`(gR)
∗
s`. The horizontal axis represents the mass of the

V2 VLQ in GeV for all four cases. The range for the same is in
accordance with the limits obtained from the collider analysis
provided in the next section. The brown bands correspond to
the real and the blue bands correspond to the imaginary parts
of the corresponding coupling products depicted along the ver-
tical axis of each plot. The legend is provided at the bottom. In
the above, ` = µ.

the horizontal axis for the coupling product (gL)b`(gL)
∗
s`. For a

benchmark value MV2 = 1600 GeV, the ranges for the real and
imaginary parts of these coupling products are:

Re((gR)b`(gR)
∗
s`) ∈ [0.0019, 0.0023],

Im((gR)b`(gR)
∗
s`) ∈

(
[0.020, 0.025], [−0.025,−0.020]

)
;

Re((gL)b`(gL)
∗
s`) ∈ [−0.016,−0.011],

Im((gL)b`(gL)
∗
s`) ∈

(
[0.0014, 0.0018], [−0.0018,−0.0014]

)
.

The cases 1(c) and 1(d) are a little different from the cases dis-
cussed above. 1(c) arises due to CP, both of whose real and
imaginary part have two solutions, one positive and one neg-
ative, at both the higher and lower limits considering experi-
mental errors. However, the regions for these solutions over-
lap, and hence get broad brown and blue bands both above
and below the horizontal axis for each of the real and imaginary
parts of the coupling product (gR)b`(gL)

∗
s`. Similarly, the differ-

ent sets of solutions for the C′S WC translate into fig. 1(d) for the
coupling product (gL)b`(gR)

∗
s`. These solutions do not overlap

as in the case of 1(c), and hence we get distinct bands corre-
sponding to the real and imaginary parts of the corresponding
coupling product. As in the former cases, we provide values for
these coupling products for the benchmark value MV2 = 1600

GeV:

Re((gR)b`(gL)
∗
s`) ∈ [−0.025, 0.025],

Im((gR)b`(gL)
∗
s`) ∈ [−0.0032, 0.0032];

Re((gL)b`(gR)
∗
s`) ∈

(
[−0.0035,−0.0014], [0.0006, 0.003]

)
,

Im((gL)b`(gR)
∗
s`) ∈

(
[−0.025,−0.020], [0.020, 0.025]

)
.

4. COLLIDER ANALYSIS
In this section we study the collider prospects of V2 VLQ at the
LHC. We looked for signals where the V2 VLQ decays into a
bottom quark (b) and a lepton (` ≡ e, µ) with a branching ra-
tio that depends on the corresponding coupling. We varied the
coupling of V2 to b quark and ` from 0.1 to 0.9. As a result, the
branching ratio varies from 11% to 47.9% for individual light
leptonic channels. For further simplicity, we assume the cou-
pling of V2 to both lepton and bottom quark to be equal while
that to the rest of the quarks and leptons is fixed at 0.1. Hence,
the signal we consider from VLQ pair production is two b-jets
with Pb−jet

T ≥ 20 GeV and |ηb−jet| ≤ 2.4 and two light leptons
with P`

T ≥ 10 GeV and |η`| ≤ 2.4. The dominant backgrounds
from the SM processes are tt̄ + jets, tt̄W±+ jets and tt̄Z+ jets.
Furthermore, the SM process which contribute sub-dominantly
are tW± + jets and ZZ + jets. The SM processes like W+W− +
jets, ZW± + jets, Z+ jets and W±+ jets contribute mildly to this
analysis because we tag two b-jets in the final states. Therefore,
we do not consider these backgrounds in our present analysis.

Both the signal and SM background processes in this anal-
ysis have been generated using Madgraph5 [93] with the de-
fault parton distribution functions NNPDF3.0 [94]. The VLQ
model file used in this analysis is obtained from FeynRules [81].
The parton level events generated from Madgraph5 are then
passed through Pythia8 [95] for showering and hadronization.
The backgrounds and signal events are matched properly us-
ing the MLM matching scheme [96]. The detector level sim-
ulation is done using Delphes(v3) [97] and the jets are con-
structed using fastjet [98] with anti-KT jet algorithm with radius
R = 0.5 and PT > 20 GeV. The cross-section corresponding to
the background processes that have been used in this analysis
are provided in table 1. The signal cross-section is calculated
from Madgraph at LO (leading-order).

Background process cross-section (pb)
tt̄ (NNLO + NNLL) 815.96 [99]
tW± (NLO + NNLL) 71.7 [100]
tt̄W±(Z) (NLO) 0.6448 (0.8736) [101]
ZZ (NLO) 16.91 [102]

TABLE 1: The cross-sections for the background processes used
in this analysis are shown with the order (of QCD correc-
tions) provided in brackets. For tt̄, this is calculated using the
Top++2.0 program up to NNLO in perturbative QCD and soft-
gluon resummation up to NNLL order with the assumption
that the top quark mass is 173.2 GeV.

We have utilized some interesting kinematic variables
which efficiently discriminate the signal and background
events and maximizes the signal reach at the LHC. These vari-
ables are

√
ŝmin [103, 104, 105], transverse momentum of the
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FIGURE 2: Kinematic variables which efficiently discriminate
between signal and background events are displayed here. The
signal is represented by red dashed line where the V2 mass is
considered to be 1 TeV.

lepton, invariant mass of the b-jet and lepton, the invariant
mass of two b-jets and the di-lepton. In addition, we also made
use of the di-lepton invariant mass to handle the backgrounds
involving the Z-boson. The kinematic variable

√
ŝmin was orig-

inally proposed in order to measure the mass scale of NP pro-
duced at the LHC. It is defined as the minimum partonic CM
energy that is consistent with the final state measured momenta
and the missing transverse energy of the event. Mathematically,
this variable is defined as,

√
ŝmin(Minv) =

√
(Evis)2 − (Pvis

z )2 +
√
6~P2

T + M2
inv , (4.1)

where Minv is the sum of the masses for the “invisible” parti-
cles. Evis = ∑j evis

j is the total energy and Pvis
z = ∑j pz

j the total
longitudinal momentum of the “visible” particles. In this anal-
ysis we take two b-jets and two leptons as our “visible” par-
ticles and use their momenta for calculating

√
ŝmin. Since the

signal we consider here does not involve any invisible particle,
the missing energy in each event is very small and can solely
be attributed to mis-measurement. Minv is also taken to be zero
due to the same reason. As per our expectations,

√
ŝmin peaks

at twice the mass of the LQ as shown by the red dashed distri-
bution in fig. 2 (top panel right plot). The VLQ mass, for this
representative plot, is taken to be 1 TeV.

Similarly, the other variables like the invariant mass of the
two b-jets and the two leptons (Mbb``), and of one b-jet and cor-
responding lepton (Mb`) are also very efficient in separating the
signal from the backgrounds. While the invariant mass Mbb``
peaks at the at twice the mass of the VLQ, the variable Mb`
peaks at mass of the VLQ (1 TeV) as expected. Since the lep-
ton from the VLQ is highly boosted, we also have utilized the
lepton transverse momenta, P`

T , as a discriminating variable.
With the above variables we have done a cut based analysis

where the following cuts are employed to maximize the signal
significance,

•
√

ŝmin > 1600 GeV,

• P`
T > 150 GeV,

• Mb` > 150 GeV,

• Mbb`` > 1450 GeV,

• M`` > 110 GeV.
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FIGURE 3: The 2σ exclusion limits for the 13 TeV CM energy
are displayed for the signal with integrated luminosities of 300
fb−1 (red band) and 3000 fb−1 (blue band) respectively. The
grey band represents the constraints from the flavour physics
WC CP which contribute to the b→ s`+`− transition as shown
in eq. 3.9. The yellow band represents constraints due to the
same sub-quark process coming from the ∆C9 WC.

After implementing the above cuts, we have calculated the sig-
nal significance using the following formula,

S =

√
2× [(NS + NB) ln(1 +

NS
NB

)− NS]. (4.2)

Here NS(NB) represent the number of signal (background)
events for a given luminosity after implementing the cuts men-
tioned above. Eq. 4.2 allows us to exclude the mass of the V2
VLQ up to 2140 GeV for the coupling (gR)b` = 0.9 at 95% C.L.
for 13 TeV LHC with 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. This
limit is reduced to a value as low as 1.6 TeV for (gR)b` = 0.1
(displayed in fig. 3 with red band) at 95% C.L. for 300 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity. As it is evident from the figure, the ex-
clusion limit can go up to 2340 GeV for 3000 fb−1 at 95% C.L.
for (gR)b` = 0.9 and for (gR)b` = 0.1 the limit is 1.8 TeV which
is represented by the blue band. Note that one might expect a
better limit by limiting the other coupling(s) to a very small
value (which, as mentioned earlier we have taken to be 0.1)
so that the considered channel will get 100% branching ratio.
However, that limit; as we have checked, is marginally better
than for (gR)b` = 0.9 because even in this case the branching
ratio approaches 100%. Hence, in this analysis, the limits that
we have obtained for V2 VLQ in mass and coupling plane from
the collider study in conjunction with the flavour physics con-
straints are more or less optimal.

As discussed earlier in sec. 3 using the WCs of the
flavour physics observables like RK , Rlow−bin

K∗ , Rcentral−bin
K∗ and

BR(Bs → µ+µ−) one can obtain constraints in the VLQ mass
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and coupling product plane which is demonstrated in fig. 3
by the gray region. The coupling ((gR)b`) represented by the
vertical axis is obtained by setting (gR,L)s` = 0.1 in the corre-
sponding coupling product. It is not possible for us to put con-
straints on the imaginary part of individual couplings from a
combined collider and flavour point of view, since the collider
analysis inherently assumes the couplings to be real. We find
that part of the allowed parameter space for the real part of the
coupling (gR)b` (corresponding to a value of (gR,L)s` = 0.1) is
disallowed by the collider constraints. It is evident from eq. 3.9
that the coupling (gR)b` occurs in the expression for C9 and
CP. The parameter space that one obtains for the real part of
(gR)b` due to CP is partly constrained by the collider analysis.
However, the corresponding parameter space due to ∆C9 (NP
contribution to the WC C9) survives entirely. We conclude that
the values for (gR)b` that fall within the yellow band in fig. 3
represent the allowed parameter space upto 1σ with respect to
the mass of the V2 VLQ for all collider and flavour constraints
taken together. At this point, we remark in passing that a sim-
ilar analysis can also be done for (gL)b`. However, from fig. 1
it is clear that one will not obtain common points for the real
part of such a coupling after requiring (gR,L)s` = 0.1 from the
flavour analysis alone (see figs. 1b and 1d). Moreover, most of
the allowed parameter space for such scenario will correspond
to negative values of (gL)b` and hence will have no intersection
with the constraints due to the collider analysis. This will pro-
vide no further insight as to the allowed parameter space for
such a coupling and hence we refrain from showing the corre-
sponding plot.

5. CONCLUSION

We consider a component (V
4
3

2 ≡ V2) of the V2 VLQ of electro-
magnetic charge 4

3 which mediates b → s neutral current pro-
cesses at tree level. We use the RK , Rlow−bin

K∗ , Rcentral−bin
K∗ and

BR(Bs → µ+µ−) data along with their 1σ errors in order to
numerically solve for the involved Wilson coefficients, and, in
turn, provide constraints on the product of coupling with re-
spect to the mass of the V2 VLQ. Simultaneously, we probed
VLQ at 13 TeV LHC via bb̄`+`− final state. For a reliable col-
lider analysis, we have accounted for several relevant SM back-
ground processes. Using different interesting kinematic vari-
ables and with judicious cut selections, we maximized the sig-
nal significance with respect to the SM backgrounds. Our col-
lider study reveals that it is possible to maximally exclude the
mass of the V2 VLQ up to 2340 GeV at 95% C.L. at the 13
TeV LHC for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. In addi-
tion, our collier study reduces a chunk of parameter space that
is consistent with the b → s neutral current observables in
the (gR)b` coupling and VLQ mass plane for a fixed value of
(gR,L)s` = 0.1.
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